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We present a new approach (demonstrated experimentally and through modeling) to characterize the spec-
tral envelope of a terahertz (THz) pulse in a single shot. The coherent THz pulse is produced by a femtosec-
ond electron bunch and contains information on the bunch duration. The technique, involving a single low-
power laser probe pulse, is an extension of the conventional spectral encoding method (limited in time
resolution to hundreds of femtoseconds) into a regime only limited in resolution by the laser pulse length
(tens of femtoseconds). While only the bunch duration is retrieved (and not the exact charge profile), such a
measurement provides a useful and critical parameter for optimization of the electron accelerator. © 2008
Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 020.1670, 040.2235, 140.7090.

Electron accelerators such as the laser wakefield ac-
celerator (LWFA) have recently been proven to be
able to deliver electron bunches of high quality. Op-
eration, optimization, and application of such accel-
erators rely among other factors, on the measure-
ment of the bunch duration. One practical way to
measure the bunch duration is through the charac-
terization of coherent radiation [1,2] emitted by the
bunches (e.g., transition radiation or diffraction ra-
diation). The spectrum (amplitude and phase) of the
coherent radiation pulse is determined by the Fou-
rier transformation of the temporal charge profile of
the electron bunch (the form factor). Because of the
femtosecond nature of the bunches, the dominant
part of the radiation spectrum lies in the regime of a
few to tens of terahertz (THz).

A range of characterization techniques exist to ana-
lyze the broad-bandwidth THz pulses. The most
popular family of single-shot techniques is the one
based on the electro-optic sampling (EOS) principle
[3,4]. Through EOS, the THz field induces a change
in birefringence in an electro-optic (EO) crystal. The
birefringence is then probed by a near-infrared (NIR)
laser pulse. Several experimental configurations ex-
ist. While in the spatial encoding geometry [5] the
THz field is typically too weak owing to the lack of
THz focusing, the noncollinear cross-correlation ge-
ometry [6,7] is potentially complex owing to its intrin-
sic three-beam geometry (two laser probe beams plus
the THz pulse) and two nonlinear processes (EO ef-
fect and frequency doubling). In another geometry
(spatiotemporal mixing geometry [8]), two echelons
are used to realize a temporal scan of the THz pulse.
Note that spatial chirp could impose restrictions for
shorter laser pulses !!50 fs".

A fourth technique (spectral encoding geometry
[9–11]) is based on EO modulation by the THz pulse
of a chirped laser pulse. Analysis of the spectrum of
the modulated laser pulse yields information of the
THz pulse. If the spectral extent of the THz pulse
does not exceed 1/#"L"FL, with "L the pulse length of

the chirped laser and "FL its Fourier-limited length,
then the full information (amplitude and phase) of
the THz pulse is preserved [9,10]. For example, with
"L=3 ps and "FL=50 fs the time resolution is limited
to $400 fs. More recently it was shown [11] that the
temporal resolution of this technique can be extended
to "FL by applying an algorithm to the spectral inter-
ference structure. However, the complex algorithm
often produces unwanted numerical artifacts on the
retrieved THz profile [8].

In this Letter we demonstrate an extention of the
previously mentioned spectral encoding technique
into the high-temporal-resolution domain (no algo-
rithms). Although the phase information of the THz
pulse is lost, its spectral envelope is retrieved in a
single shot with a spectral dynamic range limited
only by the inverse Fourier-limited laser pulse length
1/"FL. It is the spectral envelope that provides an in-
dication of the bunch duration; therefore, it is a use-
ful and critical parameter to measure. This new ap-
proach is less complex than the other techniques
since it is based on (i) just one low-power probe laser
(instead of two intense probes), (ii) a spectrometer
that is fairly alignment insensitive (instead of a non-
collinear cross correlator or relay-imaged echelons),
and (iii) a simple Fourier transformation to retrieve
the THz spectrum (instead of a complex algorithm).
Verification of the validity of this technique based on
a model and experiments is presented next.

In the LWFA electron bunches are produced
through the interaction of an intense focused NIR la-
ser with a plasma. Coherent THz radiation is emitted
as the bunches exit the plasma–vacuum boundary.
The details on the specific geometry of the LWFA
used for the experiments described in this work, as
well as their THz emission, have been presented in
previous work [1,2,7,12]. The setup is sketched in
Fig. 1. Part of the LWFA-produced THz emission is
collected by an F /2 off-axis parabola and focused out
of the vacuum chamber onto an EO crystal
(200-#m-thick GaP or ZnTe). As seen in Fig. 1, a
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chirped low-power NIR probe laser EL!t" (linearly po-
larized) is directed and focused through the same EO
crystal. The field profile for EL!t" is defined as

EL!t" = exp# !1 ! ! b/2"t2

2"FL
2 !1 + b2/4"$exp%!#0t&, !1"

with b the linear chirp parameter and #0 the central
angular frequency. The instanteneous frequency
#inst!t" of the chirped laser pulse is given by

#inst!t" = #0 +
b

2"FL
2 !1 + b2/4"

t. !2"

The single-cycle THz waveform ETHz!t" incident on
the EO crystal induces a time-dependent birefrin-
gence with a phase shift between the fast and slow
axis given by $THz!t". It can be shown [12] that in the
frequency domain $THz!#"%ETHz!#"Tcrystal!#", with
Tcrystal!#" being the effects in the EO crystal such as
group velocity mismatch, dispersion, and absorption.
The & /4 plate (see Fig. 1) allows the user to change
the polarization state of the probe beam, depending
on the angle ' between the plate’s axis and the laser
polarizion (linear for '=0, circular for '=( /4, and el-
liptical for 0)')( /4). As indicated in Fig. 1, the
THz-modulated laser profile transmitted through the
cross-polarized analyzer is labeled Em!t", with its
field profile given by

Em!t" =
1

'2
EL!t"%! cos ' cos * + ! sin ' sin *

+ cos ' sin *eı$THz!t" + ! sin ' cos *eı$THz!t"& ,

!3"

with *=( /4!'. Note that for circular polarized light
Eq. (3) reduces to

Im!t" = (Em!t"(2 = (EL!t"(2%1 + sin $THz!t"&/2.

As is illustrated in Fig. 1, a spectrometer
(600 grooves/mm with a 100 +m opening slit) was
used to record the modulated spectrum Im!&", with &

being the wavelength. The inset shows that the
modulated spectum Im!&" contains multiple oscilla-
tions, as expected for THz pulses with a time struc-
ture shorter than '"L"FL. The modulated spectrum
Im!&" can be normalized through Im,norm!&"
= %Im!&"!Iref!&"& /Iref!&", with Iref!&" being the refer-
ence spectrum in the absence of any THz fields.

Modeled spectral interferograms are depicted in
Fig. 2(a). For these curves the profile $THz!t" was
modeled based on ETHz!#"=F!#"=exp!!"e

2#2 /2", with
F!#" being the form factor of the electron bunch and
"e=100 fs being the Gaussian rms bunch length [for
simplification crystal effects are momentarily ignored
!Tcrystal=1"]. The amplitude of $THz!t" was set at
0.1 rad. The solid black curves in Fig. 2 correspond to
!"FL,' ,b"= !40 fs,( /4,150", the dotted curves to
!50 fs,( /16,150", and the solid gray curves to
!50 fs,( /16,250".

Through Eq. (2) one can convert the wavelength
parameter !&=2(c /#inst" to a “new” time axis t*. Do-
ing so for Im,norm!&", the new profile is labeled
Im,inst!t*". A Fourier transformation of Im,inst!t*" yields
(Im,inst!,*"(, with #*=2(,*. The absolute spectra
(Im,inst!,*"( for the three curves of Fig. 2(a) are plotted
in Fig. 2(b). Also plotted in Fig. 2(b) as the black
dashed curve is the THz spectrum ($THz!,"(. One can
see that the envelopes of the oscillatory curves
(Im,inst!,*"( match the THz spectrum ($THz!,"(. It is be-
cause of this matching that analysis of the spectral
inteferogram results in single-shot information of the
THz spectrum. This new result has been extensively
studied and is found to be true for a wide parameter
range for b, the amplitude of $THz!t", "L, "FL, and "e,
providing that "e-"FL and that $THz!t" does not ex-
ceed )0.3 rad. Note that this technique cannot re-
solve spectral substructure, such as modulations ow-
ing to absorption lines or the presence of multiple
THz pulses. Also, we verified that the presented tech-
nique is equally valid following the EO modulation
description of Jamison et al. [4], where Em!t"
=EL!t"+a!d /dt"%EL!t"ETHz!t"&.

To experimentally verify the modeled predictions
we applied the setup in Fig. 1 to the THz pulses from

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Modeled spectral interferograms
Im,norm!&" for various parameters for "FL, ', and b. Through
the wavelength-to-time parameter substitution &! t* in
Im,norm!&" the function Im,inst!t*" is obtained, with its Fou-
rier transformation (Im,inst!,*"( plotted in (b). Note that the
envelopes of the three curves in (b) match the original THz
spectrum ($THz!,"( (black dashed curve).

Fig. 1. (Color online) Few-cycle THz pulse ETHz!t" is emit-
ted as LWFA-produced electron bunches exit the plasma–
vacuum boundary. The THz field induces birefringence in
the EO crystal, which is probed by a chirped laser pulse
EL!t". The modulated laser spectrum Im!&"= (Em!&"(2 con-
tains information of the THz pulse.
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the LWFA. Each modulated laser spectrum was re-
corded with a 512!512 pixel 16-bit camera with a
resolution of 0.11 nm/pixel. Two typical measured
normalized spectral interferograms Inorm!"" are plot-
ted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d), based on 200-#m-thick
ZnTe and GaP EO crystals, respectively. The param-
eters for the probe laser were independently mea-
sured and were found to be $FL=40 fs (rms) and b
=150. The laser was near-linearly polarized based on
%=26 mrad to increase the signal-to-noise ratio [13].
After the conversion Inorm!""!Iinst!t*", the Fourier-
transformed curves #Im,inst!&*"# are displayed in Figs.
3(a) and 3(c). Also depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) as
black dashed curves is the spectrum of the THz pulse
#'THz!&" # = #ETHz!&"Tcrystal!&"#. Here the crystal effects
[12] were not ignored. Note that the spectral cutoff
[as can been seen in the data in Fig. 3(a)] for the
ZnTe crystal is &=4.1 THz. The function Tcrystal!&" for
GaP has a cutoff at a higher frequency !&
=7–8 THz", making it more suitable to study 50 fs
type electron bunches [for which F!&" extends to &
=( /2)$3–4 THz]. It has been shown [12,14] that
the LWFA-produced THz field ETHz!&" can be modeled
as ETHz!&"=D!&"F!&". The diffraction effects D!&" are
now included and are based on a transverse plamsa

size of %150 #m, as has been previously discussed
[12,14]. The black dashed curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)
for #'THz!&"# are in good agreement with the data [the
envelope of #Im,inst!&*"#]. The fit was optimized by only
varying $e to 50 fs (rms). This value is in excellent
agreement with the bunch duration obtained on the
same LWFA with alternative EOS-based techniques
[2,7,12].

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the extension
of the EOS spectral encoding technique to a larger
spectral dynamic range (only limited by $1/$FL). Al-
though this technique does not capture phase infor-
mation of ETHz!&", it does allow for determination of
the envelope of #ETHz!&"#, which makes it a useful di-
agnostic for femtosecond electron bunches. The
LWFA electron bunches were demonstrated to have a
duration of 50 fs (rms), which was confirmed by alter-
native methods. This technique has the advantages
that it requires only one low-power laser pulse, a
spectrometer (easy to align), while no algorithms are
needed.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA). We acknowledge fruitful
discussions with B. Yellampalle and K. Y. Kim.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Experimentally obtained modulated
laser spectra Im!"" are normalized [yielding Im,norm!""] and
plotted in (b) and (d). After the coordinate substitution "
! t* [yielding Im,inst!t*"], the Fourier-transformed curves
#Im,inst!&*"# are plotted in (a) and (c). Also displayed in (a)
and (c) as the black dashed curves are the THz spectra
#'THz!&"#, based on coherent emission from a 50 fs (rms)
electron bunch. Modeled curves for a 30 and 70 fs bunch
are also shown in (c) to highlight the optimum fit for a 50 fs
bunch.
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